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Roaming River
Roaming River is a participatory, multi-sensory film made for SEN schools.
Roaming River offers audiences the chance to escape the everyday and
explore

their

imaginations

by

following

young

adventurer

River,

on

his

journey through nature.
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materials

creative,
that

are

multireadily

available in your school.

This pack will guide you through the different sections of the film where
the audience are invited to pause and interact with items that stimulate all
the senses!

Before we start
Let's check you have all the materials needed to deliver Roaming River.

Two boxes (see below for contents)
Lemonade in a bowl or wide rimmed jug – if you can find an interesting looking jug – even better!
Plastic cups – one for each participant
Items to make the fire sounds – tissue paper, crisp packets
Sticks
Kebab sticks
Marshmallows
Use materials close by to fill the two boxes with sensory items to create a forest box and a fire box.

Forest box
Rough, soft, spikey,
squishy textured
items such as fabric,
paper, everyday
objects

Fire box
Something to line out a fire pit
– could be fabric, rocks, a big
dish. Items to make the fire –
logs, red orange and yellow
material, battery operated tea
lights, glittery fabrics (see page
5).

set the room
1.Lay the chairs out in a semi circle, so that the screen is
visible to every participant
2.Place the forest box into the centre of the circle for
the children to access during the film
3.Leave the fire box and the remaining materials on a
table close by and easy for you to access
4.Make sure the sound is working and press play!

The Film
During the film the audience will be invited to pause and take part in an activity
following a prompt from River. The prompts will come up on the screen.

Prompt 1: Can you find something that feel like…
Invite the participants to look inside the sensory box to see if they can find the different sensory items.
Once everyone has found an item and you’ve had something. You might want to pause to have some
discussion and to put everything back inside the box before starting the film.

Prompt 2: Stick out your toungues!
Encourage the group to engage with the film and prove that they are not forest goblins by sticking out
their tongues!

Prompt 3: Do you want some?
You’ll probably want to pause the film for this one as you’ll need to walk in front of the TV. Ask the
children to hold up their plastic cups and pour lemonade from a distance from the cups to create a
little fountain for each of the children.

The Film
Prompt 4: Start setting up your fire
Pause the film and remove the forest box from the centre of the semi-circle. Replace it with fire box
and start building up the fire.
Start by choosing as a group how to outline the fire in a circle on the floor. Then invite the children up
individually to choose something to add to the fire
.
When you are happy with the fire, add some battery-operated tea-lights to get it started. When the
children are all sitting back down, walk behind them and use the tissue paper and crisp packets to
create a binaural fire sound effect for each of the children. You might want to play with proximity,
maybe starting at one ear then moving around to a second ear.

The Film
Prompt 5: Get ready to toast your marshmallows!
Give each participant a marshmallow on a stick and invite them to toast it with River over the fire.

Film end: conversations to end
What happened in the film?
What did you like the most?
What kind of things does River feel/smell/touch/taste/see in the forest?
Who was River's best friend?
Have you ever been to the forest before?
What do you like most about going to the forest?

Still not had enough?
Why not have a go at building your own den in the school?
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Thank you!
Make sure to tag
us in your
creations!

